Sunday, Sept. 18:

12:00 – 12:30 Welcome: Eric Goldstein and Cornelia Wilhelm
12:30 – 2:00 Panel 1: Becoming American, Becoming German: The Multiple and Overlapping Identities of Central European Jewish Immigrants in America, 1830-1870
   Anton Hieke, University of Halle, “Ein deutscher Tempel?: The German Element of Southern Jewish Congregations, 1860-1880.”
   Eric Goldstein, Emory University, “How German Were ‘German Jews’ in Nineteenth Century America? The Case of Baltimore”
2:00 – 2:30 Coffee Break
2:30- 4:30 Panel 2: Drawing Lines, Crossing Lines: The Rise of Imperial Germany and the Question of Ethnic Belonging in the United States, 1870-1920
   Marni Davis, Georgia State University, “German, Jewish, ‘Wet’: Simon Wolf, Prohibition, and the Politics of Dual Identity in the Progressive Era”
   Jonathan Hess, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, “Judah Touro and Other Products of the German-Jewish Imagination: Projections of America in Nineteenth-Century German-Jewish Literature”
   Tony Michels, University of Wisconsin-Madison, “The German Socialist Influence on Russian Jewish Immigrants”
7:30 Welcome by Director of TIJS
   Welcome by Consul Dr. Lutz Hermann Görgens, German Consulate General
   Introduction by Professor Deborah Lipstadt, Dorot Professor of Modern Jewish History and Holocaust Studies
   Keynote Lecture, Dr. Kathleen Conzen, Thomas E. Donnelley Professor of American History, University of Chicago, ”German Jews and German Culture in 19th Century America”
   Reception to follow

Monday, Sept. 19:

8:30 – 10:30 Panel 3: The Politics of Inclusion and Exclusion: Immigrants, Refugees, and the Place of Jews in German America, 1920-1945
   Jonathan Skolnik, University of Massachusetts-Amherst, ”German Jews and African Americans in Hollywood, 1932-1965”
   Cornelia Wilhelm, Emory University, “The Impact of Nazism on German America: Constructions of ‘Germanness’ and ‘Jewishness’”
10:30 – 11:00 Coffee Break
11:00 – 12:30 Panel 4: Contested Memories: How Germans and German Jews in America Remember World War II and the Holocaust
   Robin Judd, Ohio State University, “‘But there was no club for me’: German Jewish war brides in America”
1:00 Welcome, Professor Eric Goldstein
   Welcome, Daniel Mariaschin, Executive Vice President, B’nai B’rith International
   Introduction, Rabbi Donald Tam
   Book Signing for Cornelia Wilhelm’s The Independent Orders of B’nai B’rith and True Sisters
   Reception to follow sponsored by B’nai B’rith International